Complete List of Stimuli

**Verbs:** admit, acknowledge, assign, award, announce, articulate, authorize, babble, bring, cable, carry, confess, confirm, demonstrate, deliver, distribute, dispatch, dictate, donate, describe, display, disclose, explain, exhibit, e-mail, expose, fax, forward, grant, guarantee, haul, illustrate, introduce, issue, kick, leave, mail, mention, humble, murmur, offer, pay, pass, push, present, propose, preach, prove, provide, quote, repay, rent, reimburse, recite, reiterate, recommend, repeat, report, reveal, return, roll, serve, surrender, send, sell, ship, show, slide, suggest, supply, state, shout, sing, submit, take, translate, transfer, transport, teach, tell, toss, throw, telegraph, transmit, write, whisper, whistle, wire, yell, yield

**Sample Set of Items**

1) a) The student answered the man to whom the woman with the black skirt recommended the book during the conference.
b) The student answered the man to whom the woman with the black skirt recommend the book during the conference.
c) The student answered the man while the woman with the black skirt recommended the book during the conference.
d) The student answered the man while the woman with the black skirt recommend the book during the conference.
e) The student answered the man and the woman with the black skirt recommended the book during the conference.
Q: Did the student answer the man? Yes

**Schematic of all other item sets**

**Block 1 (90 sets)**

2) The thief scared the woman to whom (while, and) the manager with the large mustache transferred (transfer) the money during the robbery.
Q: Did the woman scare the thief? No

3) The patient met the doctor to whom (while, and) the nurse with the white dress showed (show) the chart during the meeting.
Q: Was it the patient who met the doctor? Yes

4) The tourist praised the artist to whom (while, and) the painter with the colored hair exhibited (exhibit) the painting in the exposition.
Q: Was it the artist who praised the tourist? No

5) The man greeted the boy to whom (while, and) the girl with the large basket distributed (distribute) the candies at the party.
Q: Did the girl with the large basket distribute the candies at the party? Yes

6) The boy hugged the woman to whom (while, and) the man with the buttered popcorn mumbled (mumble) the score during the game.
Q: Did the woman mumbled the score during the game? No

7) The referee punished the player to whom (while, and) the coach with the huge sunglasses passed (pass) the instructions outside the field.
Q: Was it the coach with the huge sunglasses who passed the instructions outside the field? Yes

8) The mother cleaned the boy to whom (while, and) the baby with the wet shirt babbled (babble) the words in the restroom.
Q: Was it the boy who babbled the words in the restroom? No

9) The priest visited the bishop to whom (while, and) the nun with the white clothes left (leave) the candles inside the church.
Q: Did the priest visit the bishop? Yes

10) The secretary insulted the director to whom (while, and) the mailman with the large bag carried (carry) the package inside the building.
Q: Did the director insult the secretary? No

11) The judge interrogated the senator to whom (while, and) the secretary with the blue folders sent (send) the documents during the meeting.
Q: Was it the judge who interrogated the senator? Yes

12) The teacher observed the student to whom (while, and) the professor with the thick glasses demonstrated (demonstrate) the theorem in the classroom.
Q: Was it the student who observed the teacher? No

13) The woman misunderstood the assistant to whom (while, and) the businessman with the large mustache dictated (dictate) the letter inside the car.
Q: Did the businessman with the large mustache dictate the letter inside the car? Yes

14) The waitress ignored the client to whom (while, and) the cook with the big hat explained (explain) the recipe in the kitchen.
Q: Did the client explain the recipe in the kitchen? No

15) The publisher met the editor to whom (while, and) the writer with the big hands introduced (introduce) the plot in the bookstore.
Q: Was it the writer with the big hands who introduced the plot in the bookstore? Yes

16) The professor reprimanded the student to whom (while, and) the researcher with the white coat illustrated (illustrate) the problem in the lab.
Q: Was it the student who illustrated the problem in the lab? No
17) The woman obeyed the monk to whom (while, and) the cardinal with the old Bible preached (preach) the sermon in the chapel.
Q: Did the woman obey the monk? Yes

18) The jury congratulated the ballerina to whom (while, and) the dancer with the black pants repeated (repeat) the choreography at the festival.
Q: Did the ballerina congratulate the jury? No

19) The student saw the teacher to whom (while, and) the librarian with the large book quoted (quote) the passage in the library.
Q: Was it the student who saw the teacher? Yes

20) The detective followed the woman to whom (while, and) the man with the small suitcase translated (translate) the book in the park.
Q: Was it the woman who followed the detective? No

21) The director greeted the actress to whom (while, and) the performer with the white mask recited (recite) the poem in the play.
Q: Did the performer with the white mask recite the poem in the play? Yes

22) The policeman inspected the man to whom (while, and) the spy with the fake beard disclosed (disclose) the information in the restaurant.
Q: Did the man disclose the information in the restaurant? No

23) The captain examined the soldier to whom (while, and) the sergeant with the new uniform taught (teach) the rules in the yard.
Q: Was it the sergeant with the new uniform who taught the rules in the yard? Yes

24) The woman praised the magician to whom (while, and) the comedian with the large pants told (tell) the joke in the theater.
Q: Was it the magician who told the joke in the theater? No

25) The bodyguard watched the actress to whom (while, and) the fan with the red notebook wrote (write) the letter outside the limousine.
Q: Did the bodyguard watch the actress? Yes

26) The dog bit the girl to whom (while, and) the boy with the blue racket threw (throw) the ball in the garden.
Q: Did the girl bite the dog? No

27) The boss criticized the employee to whom (while, and) the secretary with the yellow folder whispered (whisper) the gossip in the office.
Q: Was it the boss who criticized the employee? Yes

28) The manager helped the customer to whom (while, and) the salesman with the large box announced (announce) the promotion in the store.
29) The visitor surprised the writer to whom (while, and) the reviewer with the weird glasses e-mailed (e-mail) the comments in the office.
Q: Did the reviewer with the weird glasses e-mail the comments in the office? Yes

30) The agent interrogated the man to whom (while, and) the suspect with the large scarf confessed (confess) the crime in the penitentiary.
Q: Did the agent confessed the crime in the penitentiary? No

31) The fireman called the camper to whom (while, and) the ranger with the brown hat tossed (toss) the ball in the forest.
Q: Was it the ranger with the brown hat who tossed the ball in the forest? Yes

32) The woman applauded the pianist to whom (while, and) the singer with the expensive guitar sang (sing) the blues in the club.
Q: Was it the woman who sang the blues in the club? No

33) The child kicked the babysitter to whom (while, and) the postman with the big packet delivered (deliver) the letter in the garden.
Q: Did the child kick the babysitter? Yes

34) The manager avoided the woman to whom (while, and) the dealer with the horrible tie sold (sell) the car in the garage.
Q: Did the woman avoid the manager? No

35) The journalist questioned the mayor to whom (while, and) the senator with the important files revealed (reveal) the secret at the meeting.
Q: Was it the journalist who questioned the mayor? Yes

36) The man photographed the refugee to whom (while, and) the activist with the big boxes donated (donate) the clothes at the campsite.
Q: Was it the refugee who photographed the man? No

37) The boss evaluated the engineer to whom (while, and) the director with the red pen articulated (articulate) the problem at the meeting.
Q: Did the director with the red pen articulate the problem at the meeting? Yes

38) The judge irritated the witness to whom (while, and) the lawyer with the serious face displayed (display) the proof in the trial.
Q: Did the witness display the proof in the trial? No

39) The worker provoked the manager to whom (while, and) the architect with the bizarre plans proposed (propose) the solution in the discussion.
Q: Was it the architect with the bizarre plans who proposed the solution in the discussion? Yes
40) The painter hugged the woman to whom (while, and) the critic with the black tuxedo described (describe) the drawing at the party.
Q: Was it the woman who described the drawing in the party? No

41) The assistant admired the attorney to whom (while, and) the woman with the black BMW reiterated (reiterate) the complaint in the office.
Q: Did the assistant admire the attorney? Yes

42) The company fired the worker to whom (while, and) the driver with the large truck transported (transport) the food during the strike.
Q: Did the company fire the driver? No

43) The corporation hired the manager to whom (while, and) the accountant with the updated files mentioned (mention) the crisis during the interview.
Q: Was it the corporation who hired the manager? Yes

44) The government insulted the representative to whom (while, and) the ambassador with the classified information reported (report) the sanctions at the conference.
Q: Was it the representative who insulted the government? No

45) The criminal distracted the lawyer to whom (while, and) the prosecutor with the foreign accent presented (present) the evidence at the tribunal.
Q: Did the prosecutor with the foreign accent present the evidence in the tribunal? Yes

46) The woman kissed the swimmer to whom (while, and) the referee with the white shirt murmured (murmur) the compliment during the competition.
Q: Did the swimmer murmur the compliment during the competition? No

47) The chef disappointed the woman to whom (while, and) the waiter with the small tray suggested (suggest) the wine in the restaurant.
Q: Was it the waiter with the small tray who suggested the wine in the restaurant? Yes

48) The chief bothered the worker to whom (while, and) the engineer with the protective helmet confirmed (confirm) the rumors in the building.
Q: Was it the worker who confirmed the rumors in the building? No

49) The teller stopped the woman to whom (while, and) the manager with the brown suitcase wired (wire) the money in the bank.
Q: Did the teller stop the woman? Yes

50) The plumber deceived the landlord to whom (while, and) the tenant with the leather wallet paid (pay) the rent in the office.
Q: Did the landlord deceive the plumber? No

51) The doctor met the psychologist to whom (while, and) the patient with the drug addiction brought (bring) the prescription during the appointment.
Q: Was it the doctor who met the psychologist? Yes

52) The musician disturbed the woman to whom (while, and) the artist with the red pants rented (rent) the loft in the suburb.
Q: Was it the woman who disturbed the musician? No

53) The nurse followed the patient to whom (while, and) the neurosurgeon with the delicate hands authorized (authorize) the surgery in the hospital.
Q: Did the neurosurgeon with the delicate hands authorize the surgery in the hospital? Yes

54) The cameraman filmed the senator to whom (while, and) the journalist with the serious face took (take) the book during the interview.
Q: Did the cameraman take the book during the interview? No

55) The scholar met the scientist to whom (while, and) the professor with the acute voice offered (offer) the funding at the conference.
Q: Was it the professor with the acute voice who offered the funding in the conference? Yes

56) The coach hugged the player to whom (while, and) the goalkeeper with the blue shirt kicked (kick) the ball in the game.
Q: Was it the coach who kicked the ball in the game? No

57) The reporter interviewed the diplomat to whom (while, and) the senator with the Cuban cigar proved (prove) the irregularities during the dinner.
Q: Did the reporter interview the diplomat? Yes

58) The chair surprised the professor to whom (while, and) the secretary with the fancy haircut cabled (cable) the news after the meeting.
Q: Did the professor surprise the chair? No

59) The tornado frightened the expert to whom (while, and) the man with the big van yelled (yell) the explanation in the woods.
Q: Was it the tornado that frightened the expert? Yes

60) The teacher instructed the parents to whom (while, and) the child with the new toy admitted (admit) the mistake on the playground.
Q: Was it the parents who instructed the teacher? No

61) The boss trained the clerk to whom (while, and) the supervisor with the small mustache assigned (assign) the job in the store.
Q: Did the supervisor with the small mustache assign the job in the store? Yes

62) The policeman watched the tourist to whom (while, and) the consul with the unpleasant face issued (issue) the visa in the consulate.
Q: Did the tourist issue the visa in the consulate?
63) The press criticized the writer to whom (while, and) the jury with the young members awarded (award) the prize in the contest.
Q: Was it the jury with the young members who awarded the prize in the contest? Yes

64) The FBI searched the family to whom (while, and) the man with the fake passport shipped (ship) the goods in the yacht.
Q: Was it the family who shipped the goods in the yacht? No

65) The researcher welcomed the reviewer to whom (while, and) the scientist with the difficult personality submitted (submit) the article during the conference.
Q: Did the researcher welcome the reviewer? Yes

66) The tourist followed the guide to whom (while, and) the archaeologist with the cheap hat provided (provide) the maps at the museum.
Q: Did the guide follow the tourist? No

67) The police arrested the dealer to whom (while, and) the woman with the beautiful car repaid (repay) the money in the garage.
Q: Was it the police that arrested the dealer? Yes

68) The manager observed the clerk to whom (while, and) the man with the red tie returned (return) the movie at the store.
Q: Was it the clerk who observed the manager? No

69) The dentist treated the patient to whom (while, and) the secretary with the new computer faxed (fax) the receipt to the office.
Q: Did the secretary with the new computer fax the receipt to the office? Yes

70) The prince harassed the woman to whom (while, and) the servant with the beautiful eyes dispatched (dispatch) the mail in the castle.
Q: Did the prince dispatch the mail in the castle? No

71) The child pinched the woman to whom (while, and) the man with the large shoulders pushed (push) the piano in the hall.
Q: Was it the man with the large shoulders who pushed the piano in the hall? Yes

72) The general delayed the captain to whom (while, and) the soldier with the injured arm telegraphed (telegraph) the message in the mountains.
Q: Was it the captain who telegraphed the message in the mountains? No

73) The dog attacked the woman to whom (while, and) the neighbor with the strong muscles hauled (haul) the couch into the house.
Q: Did the dog attack the woman? Yes

74) The bodyguard watched the dancer to whom (while, and) the D.J. with the new cds shouted (shout) the compliment inside the club.
Q: Did the dancer watch the bodyguard? No

75) The professor provoked the researcher to whom (while, and) the assistant with the friendly smile exposed (expose) the solution in the lab.
Q: Was it the professor who provoked the researcher? Yes

76) The rebel fought the marine to whom (while, and) the captain with the loud voice transmitted (transmit) the message in the boat.
Q: Was it the captain who fought the marine? No

77) The correspondent interviewed the minister to whom (while, and) the economist with the black suitcase acknowledged (acknowledge) the debts at the summit.
Q: Did the economist with the black suitcase acknowledge the debts at the summit? Yes

78) The vice-president insulted the executive to whom (while, and) the woman with the beautiful jewelry mailed (mail) the gift during the trip.
Q: Did the executive mailed the gift during the trip? No

79) The policeman misunderstood the man to whom (while, and) the judge with the elegant posture stated (state) the sentence after the hearing.
Q: Was it the judge with the elegant posture who stated the sentence after the hearing? Yes

80) The mother watched the boy to whom (while, and) the girl with the long ponytail whistled (whistle) the jingle in the garden.
Q: Was it the boy who whistled the jingle in the garden? No

81) The guard observed the tourist to whom (while, and) the man with the expensive tie forwarded (forward) the document inside the embassy.
Q: Did the guard observe the tourist? Yes

82) The wizard held the dwarf to whom (while, and) the boy with the magic box rolled (roll) the ring inside the cave.
Q: Did the dwarf hold the wizard? No

83) The beggar insulted the employee to whom (while, and) the mayor with the luxurious car granted (grant) the pension during the ceremony.
Q: Was it the beggar who insulted the employee? Yes

84) The banker monitored the manager to whom (while, and) the executive with the corrupt background guaranteed (guarantee) the payment during the discussion.
Q: Was it the manager who monitored the banker? No

85) The chief reprimanded the policeman to whom (while, and) the detective with the new car supplied (supply) the information during the meeting.
Q: Did the detective with the new car supply the information during the meeting? Yes
86) The librarian reproached the girl to whom (while, and) the student with the good grades slid (slide) the book on the table.
Q: Did the librarian slide the book on the table? No

87) The dean surprised the student to whom (while, and) the secretary with the old desk reimbursed (reimburse) the expenses in the department.
Q: Was it the secretary with the old desk who reimbursed the expenses in the department? Yes

88) The press contacted the captain to whom (while, and) the enemy with the gas mask surrendered (surrender) the arms in the forest.
Q: Was it the captain who surrendered the arms in the forest? No

89) The cat disturbed the woman to whom (while, and) the man with the wooden tray served (serve) the meal in the garden.
Q: Did the cat disturb the woman? Yes

90) The cowboy killed the bandit to whom (while, and) the soldier with the black uniform yielded (yield) the fort in the film.
Q: Did the bandit kill the cowboy? No

Block 2 (90 sets)

1b) The actress pushed the photographer to whom (while, and) the critic with the thick glasses recommended (recommend) the film during the festival.
Q: Was it the actress who pushed the photographer? Yes

2b) The journalist interviewed the bartender to whom (while, and) the millionaire with the lottery ticket transferred (transfer) the prize in the ceremony.
Q: Was it the bartender who interviewed the journalist? No

3b) The crowd followed the fireman to whom (while, and) the woman with the dirty skirt showed (show) the fire in the building.
Q: Did the woman with the dirty skirt show the fire in the building? Yes

4b) The champion observed the buyer to whom (while, and) the trainer with the long moustache exhibited (exhibit) the horse in the competition.
Q: Did the buyer exhibit the horse in the competition? No

5b) The fans applauded the player to whom (while, and) the coach with the blue cap distributed (distribute) the balls during the training.
Q: Was it the coach with the blue cap who distributed the balls during the training? Yes

6b) The boss fired the supervisor to whom (while, and) the employee with the oversized uniform mumbled (mumble) the complaint in the factory.
Q: Was it the boss who mumbled the complaint in the factory? No
7b) The waiter watched the model to whom (while, and) the politician with the cell phone passed (pass) the champagne during the dinner.
Q: Did the waiter watch the model? Yes

8b) The referee punished the coach to whom (while, and) the player with the broken leg babbled (babble) the excuses during the game.
Q: Did the coach punish the referee? No

9b) The suspect avoided the policeman to whom (while, and) the sheriff with the new boots left (leave) the orders in the office.
Q: Was it the suspect that avoided the policeman? Yes

10b) The tourist filmed the celebrity to whom (while, and) the doorman with the short arms carried (carry) the luggage inside the hotel.
Q: Was it the celebrity that filmed the tourist? No

11b) The conductor praised the ballerina to whom (while, and) the violinist with the clean tuxedo sent (send) the tickets during the rehearsal.
Q: Did the violinist with the clean tuxedo send the tickets during the rehearsal? Yes

12b) The guest observed the man to whom (while, and) the salesman with the large suitcase demonstrated (demonstrate) the microwave inside the kitchen.
Q: Did the guest demonstrate the microwave inside the kitchen? No

13b) The athlete defended the student to whom (while, and) the teacher with the yellow notebook dictated (dictate) the passage in the classroom.
Q: Was it the teacher with the yellow notebook who dictated the passage in the classroom? Yes

14b) The reporter followed the actor to whom (while, and) the filmmaker with the little dog explained (explain) the script during the rehearsal.
Q: Was it the actor who explained the script during the rehearsal? No

15b) The director contacted the client to whom (while, and) the consultant with the complex graphs introduced (introduce) the product during the discussion.
Q: Did the director contact the client? Yes

16b) The coordinator heard the physicist to whom (while, and) the mathematician with the ugly shirt illustrated (illustrate) the equation during the seminar.
Q: Did the mathematician hear the coordinator? No

17b) The public congratulated the follower to whom (while, and) the leader with the long beard preached (preach) the message during the ceremony.
Q: Was it the public that congratulated the follower? Yes

18b) The mother watched the child to whom (while, and) the lifeguard with the blue swimsuit repeated (repeat) the advice at the beach.
Q: Was it the child who watched the mother? No

19b) The advisor observed the journalist to whom (while, and) the politician with the expensive tuxedo quoted (quote) the Constitution during the dinner.
Q: Did the politician with the expensive tuxedo quote the Constitution during the dinner? Yes

20b) The screenwriter assisted the director to whom (while, and) the actress with the eloquent voice translated (translate) the poem in the theater.
Q: Did the director translate the poem in the theater? No

21b) The boy admired the teacher to whom (while, and) the girl with the beautiful eyes recited (recite) the fable in the rehearsal.
Q: Was it the girl with the beautiful eyes who recited the fable in the rehearsal? Yes

22b) The lawyer attacked the prosecutor to whom (while, and) the witness with the leather coat disclosed (disclose) the files in the hearing.
Q: Was it the lawyer who disclosed the files in the hearing? No

23b) The journalist interviewed the player to whom (while, and) the coach with the yellow shirt taught (teach) the move during the break.
Q: Did the journalist interview the player? Yes

24b) The man scared the housewife to whom (while, and) the neighbor with the beautiful necklace told (tell) the story in the garden.
Q: Did the housewife scare the man? No

25b) The secretary interrupted the dean to whom (while, and) the professor with the blue sweater wrote (write) the memo in the office.
Q: Was it the secretary who interrupted the dean? Yes

26b) The pilot instructed the passenger to whom (while, and) the woman with the impolite manners threw (throw) the bag in the plane.
Q: Was it the passenger who instructed the pilot? No

27b) The patient insulted the doctor to whom (while, and) the nurse with the medicine catalog whispered (whisper) the news in the hospital.
Q: Did the nurse with the medicine catalog whisper the news in the hospital? Yes

28b) The reporter interviewed the boss to whom (while, and) the worker with the complaint list announced (announce) the strike in the assembly.
Q: Did the reporter announce the strike in the assembly? No

29b) The senator helped the mayor to whom (while, and) the assistant with the important folders e-mailed (e-mail) the decision during the meeting.
Q: Was it the assistant with the important folders who e-mailed the decision during the meeting? Yes
30b) The investigator followed the man to whom (while, and) the manager with the brown suitcase confessed (confess) the fraud during the dinner.  
Q: Was it the man who confessed the fraud during the dinner? No

31b) The babysitter kissed the girl to whom (while, and) the boy with the school uniform tossed (toss) the coin in the room.  
Q: Did the babysitter kiss the girl? Yes

32b) The mother praised the teacher to whom (while, and) the child with the small microphone sang (sing) the music during the presentation.  
Q: Did the teacher praise the mother? No

33b) The client called the manager to whom (while, and) the doorman with the small mustache delivered (deliver) the package in the office.  
Q: Was it the client who called the manager? Yes

34b) The thief pushed the customer to whom (while, and) the employee with the big teeth sold (sell) the toy in the store.  
Q: Was it the customer who pushed the thief? No

35b) The child hugged the clown to whom (while, and) the magician with the black hat revealed (reveal) the surprise in the circus.  
Q: Did the magician with the black hat reveal the surprise in the circus? Yes

36b) The crowd praised the athlete to whom (while, and) the millionaire with the costly watch donated (donate) the money during the ceremony.  
Q: Did the athlete donate the money during the ceremony? No

37b) The witness helped the policeman to whom (while, and) the investigator with the wooden pipe articulated (articulate) the plan in the office.  
Q: Was it the investigator with the wooden pipe who articulated the plan in the office? Yes

38b) The man called the waiter to whom (while, and) the chef with the Italian accent displayed (display) the menu in the kitchen.  
Q: Was it the waiter who displayed the menu in the kitchen? No

39b) The child disturbed the woman to whom (while, and) the agent with the fast computer proposed (propose) the trip in the office.  
Q: Did the child disturb the woman? Yes

40b) The cashier reprimanded the teenager to whom (while, and) the girl with the red shirt described (describe) the concert in the cafeteria.  
Q: Did the teenager reprimand the cashier? No
41b) The reporter photographed the writer to whom (while, and) the specialist with the important notes reiterated (reiterate) the advice during the conference.
Q: Was it the reporter who photographed the writer? Yes

42b) The architect met the woman to whom (while, and) the immigrant with the work visa transported (transport) the furniture during the afternoon.
Q: Was it the immigrant who met the woman? No

43b) The supervisor visited the engineer to whom the technician with the small toolbox mentioned (mention) the problem during the break.
Q: Did the technician with the small toolbox mention the problem during the break? Yes

44b) The police hit the delegate to whom (while, and) the citizen with the complaint letter reported (report) the statistics during the demonstration.
Q: Did the police report the statistics during the demonstration? No

45b) The FBI called the agent to whom (while, and) the expert with the secret files presented (present) the document at the appointment.
Q: Was it the expert with the secret files who presented the document at the appointment? Yes

46b) The salesman offended the girl to whom (while, and) the student with the new books murmured (murmur) the gossip in the store.
Q: Was it the salesman who murmured the gossip in the store? No

47b) The bartender helped the woman to whom (while, and) the critic with the red sunglasses suggested (suggest) the movie at the bar.
Q: Did the bartender help the woman? Yes

48b) The worker offended the woman to whom (while, and) the plumber with the dirty pants confirmed (confirm) the leak in the restroom.
Q: Did the woman offend the worker? No

49b) The secretary recognized the client to whom (while, and) the woman with the large bag wired (wire) the message in the office.
Q: Was it the secretary who recognized the client? Yes

50b) The police chased the retailer to whom (while, and) the man with the dishonest reputation paid (pay) the debt in the office.
Q: Was it the retailer who chased the police? No

51b) The boss evaluated the mechanic to whom (while, and) the woman with the black coat brought (bring) the car during the break.
Q: Did the woman with the black coat brought the car during the break? Yes

52b) The father filmed the teenager to whom (while, and) the fisherman with the long cane rented (rent) the boat in the lake.
Q: Did the father rent the boat in the lake? No

53b) The chief deceived the supervisor to whom (while, and) the investor with the sophisticated clothing authorized (authorize) the payment during the meeting.
Q: Was it the investor with the sophisticated clothing who authorized the payment during the meeting? Yes

54b) The company sued the inspector to whom (while, and) the manager with the elegant suit took (take) the notes after the appointment.
Q: Was it the inspector who took the notes during the appointment? No

55b) The commissioner supported the peacekeeper to whom (while, and) the president with the elegant tie offered (offer) the aid during the speech.
Q: Did the commissioner support the peacekeeper? Yes

56b) The teacher watched the child to whom (while, and) the boy with the blue balloon kicked (kick) the stone in the park.
Q: Was it the visitor who met the researcher? Yes

58b) The columnist offended the editor to whom (while, and) the reporter with the small notebook cabled (cable) the message after the interview.
Q: Was it the reporter who offended the columnist? No

59b) The prisoner observed the soldier to whom (while, and) the major with the clean boots yelled (yell) the orders in the headquarters.
Q: Did the major with the clean boots yell the orders in the headquarters? Yes

60b) The government investigated the banker to whom (while, and) the executive with the new laptop admitted (admit) the bankruptcy at the meeting.
Q: Did the government admitted bankruptcy at the meeting? No

61b) The principal punished the student to whom (while, and) the teacher with the blue chalk assigned (assign) the homework after the holidays.
Q: Was it the teacher with the blue chalk who assigned the homework after the holidays? Yes

62b) The woman insulted the driver to whom (while, and) the officer with the small mustache issued (issue) the document during the discussion.
Q: Was it the driver who issued the document during the discussion? No

63b) The swimmer praised the champion to whom (while, and) the judge with the official documents awarded (award) the medal during the competition.
Q: Did the swimmer praise the champion? Yes

64b) The inspector investigated the man to whom (while, and) the dealer with the cheap cigar shipped (ship) the car after the payment.
Q: Did the man investigate the inspector? No
65b) The boss met the manager to whom (while, and) the accountant with the detailed charts submitted (submit) the expenses at the meeting.
Q: Was it the boss who met the manager? Yes

66b) The secretary helped the patient to whom (while, and) the dentist with the white clothes provided (provide) the information at the appointment.
Q: Was it the patient who helped the secretary? No

67b) The administrator criticized the broker to whom (while, and) the actress with the new sunglasses repaid (repay) the loan after the argument.
Q: Did the actress with the new sunglasses repay the loan after the argument? Yes

68b) The paramedic met the pharmacist to whom (while, and) the man with the big nose returned (return) the antibiotic in the drugstore.
Q: Did the paramedic return the antibiotic in the drugstore? No

69b) The police searched the woman to whom (while, and) the thief with the valuable painting faxed (fax) the information in the hotel.
Q: Was it the thief with the valuable painting who faxed the information in the hotel? Yes

70b) The fan kissed the singer to whom (while, and) the drummer with the long hair dispatched (dispatch) the letter after the concert.
Q: Was it the fan who dispatched the letter after the concert? No

71b) The man watched the dealer to whom (while, and) the mechanic with the dirty hands pushed (push) the car after the discussion.
Q: Did the man watch the dealer? Yes

72b) The manager met the client to whom (while, and) the editor with the confidential photos telegraphed (telegraph) the note after the meeting.
Q: Did the manager meet the editor? No

73b) The postman observed the man to whom (while, and) the driver with the gray uniform hauled (haul) the TV through the hallway.
Q: Was it the postman who observed the man? Yes

74b) The priest reprimanded the girl to whom (while, and) the student with the bad grades shouted (shout) the insult inside the church.
Q: Was it the girl who reprimanded the priest? No

75b) The photographer followed the journalist to whom (while, and) the writer with the unpublished manuscript exposed (expose) the crisis during the interview.
Q: Did the writer with the unpublished manuscript expose the crisis during the interview? Yes
76b) The crowd observed the policeman to whom (while, and) the fireman with the red helmet transmitted (transmit) the information in the station.
Q: Did the policeman transmit the information in the station? No

77b) The assistant helped the teacher to whom (while, and) the historian with the thick book acknowledged (acknowledge) the mistake in the library.
Q: Was it the historian with the thick book who acknowledged the mistake in the library? Yes

78b) The secretary called the boss to whom (while, and) the employee with the brown pants mailed (mail) the forms during the break
Q: Was it the boss who mailed the forms during the break? No

79b) The guard offended the supervisor to whom (while, and) the specialist with the small suitcase stated (state) the problem at the appointment.
Q: Did the guard offend the supervisor? Yes

80b) The man called the child to whom (while, and) the babysitter with the beautiful skirt whistled (whistle) the tune in the room.
Q: Did the child call the man? No

81b) The customer pushed the bartender to whom (while, and) the waitress with the old sweater forwarded (forward) the addresses after the discussion.
Q: Was it the customer who pushed the bartender? Yes

82b) The child hugged the goalie to whom (while, and) the player with the angry face rolled (roll) the ball after the match.
Q: Was it the player who hugged the child? No

83b) The colleague applauded the student to whom (while, and) the dean with the white shirt granted (grant) the scholarship during the seminar.
Q: Did the dean with the white shirt grant the scholarship during the seminar? Yes

84b) The scholar quoted the professor to whom (while, and) the researcher with the interesting project guaranteed (guarantee) the results after the conference.
Q: Did the scholar guarantee the results after the conference? No

85b) The supporter watched the athlete to whom (while, and) the coach with the funny hat supplied (supply) the food during the training.
Q: Was it the coach with the funny hat who supplied the food during the training? Yes

86b) The judge reprimanded the prosecutor to whom (while, and) the lawyer with the brown suitcase slid (slide) the coin on the desk.
Q: Was it the judge who slid the coin on the desk? No

87b) The director commended the employee to whom (while, and) the accountant with the important report reimbursed (reimburse) the money after the trip.
Q: Did the director commend the employee? Yes

88b) The fugitive helped the Indian to whom (while, and) the sheriff with the loaded gun surrendered (surrender) the fortress in the valley.
Q: Did the Indian help the fugitive? No

89b) The child kissed the guest to whom (while, and) the hostess with the expensive dress served (serve) the beverages by the pool.
Q: Was it the child who kissed the guest? Yes

90b) The ambulance followed the policeman to whom (while, and) the kidnapper with the leather gloves yielded (yield) the guns during the talk.
Q: Was it the policeman who followed the ambulance? No